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Mightier Than The Sword Clifton Chronicles Book 5
Story telling of the highest calibre Millions of readers around the world have relished Jeffrey Archer's short stories. Taking
inspiration from his favourite short story writers – F. Scott Fitzgerald, Maupassant, H. H. Munro, W. Somerset Maugham and O.
Henry – Jeffrey Archer has written five bestselling collections over the years and this is his sixth volume of stories.Jeffrey has a
natural aptitude for short stories which are stylish, witty and entertaining. His mastery of characterisation and suspense, combined
with a gift for the unexpected, jaw-dropping plot twist, show him at the height of his powers and demonstrate why he is one of
Britain's bestselling authors. All of Jeffrey's collections of short stories have been top ten bestsellers and he is undoubtedly the
bestselling English-language short story writer of our times.
Discover rare and interesting facts about Mightier Than the Sword by Jeffrey Archer! Mightier Than The Sword, the fifth installment
of Jeffrey Archer's seven-book Clifton Chronicles series starts with a bang...literally. It begins when a bomb explodes on the MV
Buckingham. Harry Clifton finds himself in New York for this novel, where he is informed he had just been elected as the English
PEN's president. His wife, Emma, has to deal with the damage the bomb has done on her ship. Meanwhile, Emma's brother Giles
Barrington has secured a new position as the Crown's Minister. Join the countdown as we reach the #1 fact. * Rules are simple: no
peeking, no skipping. * Do you agree? * Don't miss out! Every copy contains a bonus book from our bestselling title to download
and read yours absolutely free. Double the value with extra features included. About Us Top 50 Facts is an unofficial collection of
facts for fans and readers alike. Ranked and hand-picked to keep pages turning, readers who loved reading will conveniently
discover more on the books you've loved. Scroll up now to start your countdown today!
As a thirteen-year-old Roman boy living in Judaea returns home at night after having done an errand for his mother, he sees a
sight he never forgets.
Be Careful What You Wish For, the fourth instalment in Jeffrey Archer's The Clifton Chronicles, opens with Harry Clifton and his
wife Emma rushing to hospital to learn the fate of their son Sebastian, who has been involved in a fatal car accident. But who died,
Sebastian or his best friend Bruno? When Ross Buchanan is forced to resign as chairman of the Barrington Shipping Company,
Emma Clifton wants to replace him. But Don Pedro Martinez intends to install his puppet, the egregious Major Alex Fisher, in order
to destroy the Barrington family firm just as the company plans to build its new luxury liner, the MV Buckingham. Back in London,
Harry and Emma's adopted daughter wins a scholarship to the Slade Academy of Art where she falls in love with a fellow student,
Clive Bingham, who asks her to marry him. Both families are delighted until Priscilla Bingham, Jessica's future mother-in-law, has
a visit from an old friend, Lady Virginia Fenwick, who drops her particular brand of poison into the wedding chalice. Then, without
warning, Cedric Hardcastle, a bluff Yorkshireman who no one has come across before, takes his place on the board of
Barringtons. This causes an upheaval that none of them could have anticipated, and will change the lives of every member of the
Clifton and Barrington families. Hardcastle's first decision is who to support to become the next chairman of the board: Emma
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Clifton or Major Alex Fisher? And with that decision, the story takes yet another twist that will keep you on the edge of your seat.
"It seems innocent enough. A disgraced British colonel bequeaths a mysterious letter to his only son. But the moment Adam Scott
opens the yellowing envelope, he sets into motion a deadly chain of events that threatens to shake the very foundations of the free
world." -- Publisher's website.
This follow-up to Archer's Kane and Abel and The Prodigal Daughter finds Florentyna Kaye, now President of the United States,
the target of an assassination plot. FBI agent Mark Andrews has just one week to find the answers.
This Was a Man is the seventh and final, captivating instalment of the Clifton Chronicles from master storyteller Jeffrey Archer.
This Was a Man opens with a shot being fired, but who pulled the trigger, and who lives and who dies? In Whitehall, Giles
Barrington discovers the truth about his wife Karin from the Cabinet Secretary. Is she a spy or a pawn in a larger game? Harry
Clifton sets out to write his magnum opus, while his wife Emma completes her ten years as Chairman of the Bristol Royal
Infirmary, and receives an unexpected call from Margaret Thatcher offering her a job. Sebastian Clifton becomes chairman of
Farthings Kaufman bank after Hakim Bishara resigns for personal reasons. Sebastian and his wife Samantha's talented daughter,
Jessica, is expelled from the Slade School of Fine Art, but her aunt Grace comes to her rescue. Lady Virginia is about to flee the
country to avoid her creditors when the Duchess of Hertford dies, and sees another opportunity to clear her debts and finally trump
the Cliftons and the Barringtons. In a devastating twist, tragedy engulfs the Clifton family when one of them receives a shocking
diagnosis that will throw all their lives into turmoil.
Two rival newspaper publishers vie for the position of controlling the biggest media empire in the world.

The second book in the internationally bestselling Clifton Chronicles from master storyteller Jeffrey Archer "One of the top
ten storytellers in the world." Los Angeles Times On arrival in America, Harry Clifton is arrested for first degree murder,
for killing Bill Bradshaw. He is tried, found guilty, and sentenced to death by the electric chair. Meanwhile Emma goes to
London to give birth to Sebastian, Harry's child. On visiting Maisie to introduce her to her grandson, she becomes
convinced that Harry is still alive. With the help of Sir Walter, she goes to America in search of Harry, where she must
then fight to save his life. Meanwhile, when Sir Walter dies, Hugo takes over the Barrington shipping line, but manages to
run the company into the ground, and when war is declared, Giles Barrington leaves Oxford to join the Gloucestershire
Regiment, gaining respect and eventually glory in the military. And as the war progresses, Sebastian is brought up by his
grandmother, Elizabeth Barrington. As a young man, he falls in love with the sister of a school friend, whose father is an
Argentinean businessman who has made a fortune in arms dealing to both sides during the war. The Sins of the Father is
part of The Clifton Chronicles series, but can be enjoyed as a stand-alone novel. THE CLIFTON CHRONICLES SERIES
BOOK 1: Only Time Will Tell BOOK 2: The Sins of the Father BOOK 3: Best Kept Secret BOOK 4: Be Careful What You
Wish For BOOK 5: Mightier Than The Sword BOOK 6: Cometh The Hour
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Trivia-on-Book: Mightier Than the Sword: A Novel by Jeffrey Archer Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends
and family for a time of fun! Mightier than the Sword, the fifth book of the Clifton Chronicles series is considered to be one
of the best works of veteran author Jeffrey Archer. Archer pens down a gripping plot that is capable of holding any
reader's attention. The book primarily highlights Harry Clifton's efforts to free Anatoly Babakov from the clutches of Stalin
and to publish his book Uncle Joe for the entire world. Marked with numerous twists, Mightier than the Sword sets the
stage for the last two books of the series. You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may have liked the
book, but not be a fan. You may call yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently
curated trivia quiz on the book for readers, students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book
or would like to take the challenge yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books
provides a unique approach to Mightier Than the Sword by Jeffrey Archer that is both insightful and educational!
Features You'll Find Inside: - 30 Multiple choice questions on the book, plots, characters and author - Insightful
commentary to answer every question - Complementary quiz material for yourself or your reading group - Results
provided with scores to determine "status" Promising quality and value, come play your trivia of a favorite book!
Four men find themselves penniless - but this time Harvey Metcalfe, king of the shady deal, has swindled the wrong men.
Their plan is simple: to sting him for $1 million, exactly what they lost. This version is complete and unabridged.
???????20????????60?,??????????????????????,????????????????.?????????,??????????,?????,??????,?????,??????
???????,??????????????.????????????,???????????????????.
Summary of Mightier Than the Sword: A Novel (The Clifton Chronicles) by Jeffrey Archer: Trivia/Quiz for Fans Features
You'll Discover Inside: - A comprehensive guide to aid in discussion & discovery - 30 multiple choice questions on the
book, plots, characters, and author - Insightful resource for teachers, groups, or individuals - Keep track of scores with
results to determine "fan status" - Share with other book fans and readers for mutual enjoyment Disclaimer: This is an
unofficial summary, analysis and trivia book to enhance a reader's experience to books they already love and appreciate.
We encourage our readers to purchase the original book first before downloading this companion book for your
enjoyment.
Why was an elegant lady brutally murdered the night before 9/11? Why was a successful New York banker not surprised
to receive a woman's left ear in the morning mail? Why did a top Manhattan lawyer work only for one client, but never
charge a fee? Why did a young woman with a bright career steal a priceless Van Gogh painting? Why was an Olympic
gymnast paid a million dollars an assignment when she didn't have a bank account? Why was an honors graduate
working as a temporary secretary after inheriting a fortune? Why was an English Countess ready to kill the banker, the
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lawyer and the gymnast even if it meant spending the rest of her life in jail? Why was a Japanese steel magnate happy to
hand over $50,000,000 to a woman he had only met once? Why was a senior FBI agent trying to work out the connection
between these eight apparently innocent individuals? All these questions are answered in Jeffrey Archer's latest novel,
False Impression, but not before a breathtaking journey of twists and turns that will take readers from New York to
London to Bucharest and on to Tokyo, and finally a sleepy English village, where the mystery of Van Gogh's last painting
will finally be resolved. And only then will readers discover that Van Gogh's Self-portrait with Bandaged Ear has a secret
of its own that acts as the final twist in this unforgettable yarn.
Cometh the Hour opens with the reading of a suicide note, which has devastating consequences for Harry and Emma
Clifton, Giles Barrington and Lady Virginia. Giles must decide if he should withdraw from politics and try to rescue Karin,
the woman he loves, from behind the Iron Curtain. But is Karin truly in love with him, or is she a spy? Lady Virginia is
facing bankruptcy, and can see no way out of her financial problems, until she is introduced to the hapless Cyrus T.
Grant III from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, who's in England to see his horse run at Royal Ascot. Sebastian Clifton is now the
Chief Executive of Farthings Bank and a workaholic, whose personal life is thrown into disarray when he falls for Priya, a
beautiful Indian girl. But her parents have already chosen the man she is going to marry. Meanwhile, Sebastian's rivals
Adrian Sloane and Desmond Mellor are still plotting to bring him and his chairman Hakim Bishara down, so they can take
over Farthings. Harry Clifton remains determined to get Anatoly Babakov released from a gulag in Siberia, following the
international success of his acclaimed book, Uncle Joe. But then something unexpected happens that none of them
could have anticipated. Cometh the Hour is the penultimate book in the Clifton Chronicles and, like the five previous
novels -all of which went to number one on the Sunday Times bestseller list - showcases Jeffrey Archer's extraordinary
storytelling with his trademark twists.
Four members of Britain's Parliament vie, over a thirty-year period, for success, power, and the office of Prime Minister,
and only time will reveal the winner
This Was a Man is the captivating final instalment of the Clifton Chronicles, a series of seven novels that has topped the bestseller lists
around the world, and enhanced Jeffrey Archer's reputation as a master storyteller.This Was a Man opens with a shot being fired, but who
pulled the trigger, and who lives and who dies? In Whitehall, Giles Barrington discovers the truth about his wife Karin from the Cabinet
Secretary. Is she a spy or a pawn in a larger game?Harry Clifton sets out to write his magnum opus, while his wife Emma completes her ten
years as Chairman of the Bristol Royal Infirmary, and receives an unexpected call from Margaret Thatcher offering her a job.Sebastian Clifton
becomes chairman of Farthings Kaufman bank, but only after Hakim Bishara has to resign for personal reasons. Sebastian and Samantha's
talented daughter, Jessica, is expelled from the Slade School of Fine Art, but her aunt Grace comes to her rescue.Meanwhile, Lady Virginia is
about to flee the country to avoid her creditors when the Duchess of Hertford dies, and she sees another opportunity to clear her debts and
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finally trump the Cliftons and Barringtons.In a devastating twist, tragedy engulfs the Clifton family when one of them receives a shocking
diagnosis that will throw all their lives into turmoil.
The Clifton Chronicles is Jeffrey Archer's most ambitious work in four decades as an international bestselling author. The epic tale of Harry
Clifton's life begins in 1919, in the backstreets of Bristol. His father was a war hero, but it will be twenty-one tumultuous years before Harry
discovers the truth about how his father really died and if, in fact, he even was his father. The first in the series, Only Time Will Tell takes a
cast of memorable characters from the ravages of the Great War to the outbreak of the Second World War, when Harry must decide whether
to take his place at Oxford, or join the fight against Hitler's Germany. In Jeffrey Archer's masterful hands, you will be taken on a journey that
you won't want to end, even after you turn the last page of this unforgettable yarn, because you will be faced with a dilemma that neither you,
nor Harry Clifton could ever have anticipated.
When the bomb goes off, how many passengers on the Buckingham lose their lives? You will only find out if you read the opening chapter of
Mightier than the Sword.When Harry visits his publisher in New York, he's told that he's been elected the new president of English PEN, and
immediately launches a campaign for the release of a fellow author, Anatoly Babakov, who's imprisoned in a Russian gulag in Siberia.
Babakov's crime? Writing a book called Uncle Joe, an insight into what it was like to work as the interpreter for Josef Stalin. So determined is
Harry to see Babakov released and the book published, that he puts his own life in danger.Emma Clifton, now the chairman of Barrington
Shipping, is facing the repercussions of the IRA attack on the Buckingham. Some board members feel she should resign, but Sebastian
Clifton, newly elected to the board, is determined that she'll remain Chairman.Sir Giles Barrington is now a minister of the Crown, and looks
set for even higher office, until an official trip to Berlin does not end as a diplomatic success. Once again, Giles's political career is thrown off
balance by none other than his old adversary, Major Alex Fisher, who, for the second time, is selected to stand against him at the general
election. But who wins this time?
The sixth book in the internationally bestselling Clifton Chronicles from master storyteller Jeffrey Archer "Archer continues his storytelling
magic to create characters of spellbinding substance, and readers can count on his surprising twists and shocking conclusion. Here, just
when the end seems too tidy, Archer provides a killer cliffhanger." Publishers Weekly Cometh the Hour opens with the reading of a suicide
note, which has devastating consequences for Harry and Emma Clifton, Giles Barrington and Lady Virginia. Giles must decide if he should
withdraw from politics and try to rescue Karin, the woman he loves, from behind the Iron Curtain... but is Karin who she says she is?
Sebastian Clifton is now the Chief Executive of Farthings Bank but his rivals continue their attempts to supplant him. Harry Clifton remains
determined to get Anatoly Babakov released from a gulag in Siberia, following the international success of his acclaimed book, Uncle Joe.
Harry's wife Emma convinces her new friend Margaret Thatcher to raise the subject with the Russian President when she visits Moscow. But
then something unexpected happens that none of them could have anticipated. Cometh the Hour is the penultimate book in the Clifton
Chronicles and, like the five previous novels - all of which went to number one on the Sunday Times bestseller list - showcases Jeffrey
Archer's extraordinary storytelling with his trademark twists. The 7th and final book in the Clifton Chronicles series, This Was a Man, will
publish in November 2016. Preorder now! THE CLIFTON CHRONICLES SERIES BOOK 1: Only Time Will Tell BOOK 2: The Sins of the
Father BOOK 3: Best Kept Secret BOOK 4: Be Careful What You Wish For BOOK 5: Mightier Than The Sword BOOK 6: Cometh The Hour
The tale of Harry Clifton's life begins in 1919, in Bristol. His father was a war hero, but it will be 21 tumultuous years before Harry discovers
the truth about how his father really died and if, in fact, he even was his father. When he goes to school, he meets Giles Barrington, soon to
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become his best friend, and Giles's sister, Emma. From that moment, the two families will be forever entwined. Taking a cast of memorable
characters from the ravages of the Great War through to the end of the Second World War, family loyalties are stretched to their limits as
secrets unravel, and the story moves from the backstreets of Bristol to the boardrooms of Manhattan.In Jeffrey Archer's masterful hands, you
will be taken on a journey that you won't want to end, filled with gasp-making twists and turns. Discover the spellbinding family saga that has
enthralled readers across the world and sold over five million copies.
International bestselling author Jeffrey Archer has enthralled readers with his riveting suspense, surprise denouements, and unforgettable
storylines. Now Archer's three acclaimed collections of short fiction are brought together in one irresistible volume... THE COLLECTED
SHORT STORIES A Quiver Full of Arrows takes readers on a journey of encounters that befall an assortment of kindly strangers, wary old
friends, and long-lost loves. Sly reflections on human nature are at the center of A Twist in the Tale in which blindly adventurous gameplayers compete for stakes higher than they dreamed. Expect the unexpected and you'll still be surprised in Twelve Red Herrings, a dozen
tales of betrayal, love, murder and revenge capped with a startling twist. "Thirty-six stories in all, each poised to astonish and inspire,
revealing "master entertainer" "(Time)" Jeffrey Archer at his artfully entertaining best."
Trivia-on-Book: Mightier Than the Sword: A Novel by Jeffrey Archer Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends and family for a time
of fun! Mightier than the Sword, the fifth book of the Clifton Chronicles series is considered to be one of the best works of veteran author
Jeffrey Archer. Archer pens down a gripping plot that is capable of holding any reader's attention. The book primarily highlights Harry Clifton's
efforts to free Anatoly Babakov from the clutches of Stalin and to publish his book Uncle Joe for the entire world. Marked with numerous
twists, Mightier than the Sword sets the stage for the last two books of the series. You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may
have liked the book, but not be a fan. You may call yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently
curated trivia quiz on the book for readers, students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book or would like to take
the challenge yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books provides a unique approach to Mightier Than
the Sword by Jeffrey Archer that is both insightful and educational! Features You'll Find Inside: • 30 Multiple choice questions on the book,
plots, characters and author • Insightful commentary to answer every question • Complementary quiz material for yourself or your reading
group • Results provided with scores to determine "status" Promising quality and value, come play your trivia of a favorite book!
'A Twist in the Tale' features a collection of stories from Jeffrey Archer, former Conservative MP and bestselling author of such novels as
'Kane and Abel', 'First Among Equals', and 'The Fourth Estate'.

The fourth book in the internationally bestselling Clifton Chronicles from master storyteller Jeffrey Archer"One of the top
ten storytellers in the world." Los Angeles TimesBe Careful What You Wish For opens with Harry Clifton and his wife
Emma rushing to hospital to learn the fate of their son Sebastian, who has been involved in a fatal car accident. But who
died, Sebastian or his best friend Bruno? When Ross Buchanan is forced to resign as chairman of the Barrington
Shipping Company, Emma Clifton wants to replace him. But Don Pedro Martinez intends to install his puppet, the
egregious Major Alex Fisher, in order to destroy the Barrington family firm just as the company plans to build its new
luxury liner, the MV Buckingham. Back in London, Harry and Emma's adopted daughter wins a scholarship to the Slade
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Academy of Art where she falls in love with a fellow student, Clive Bingham, who asks her to marry him. Both families are
delighted until Priscilla Bingham, Jessica's future mother-in-law, has a visit from an old friend, Lady Virginia Fenwick, who
drops her particular brand of poison into the wedding chalice. Then, without warning, Cedric Hardcastle, a bluff
Yorkshireman who no one has come across before, takes his place on the board of Barringtons. This causes an
upheaval that none of them could have anticipated, and will change the lives of every member of the Clifton and
Barrington families. Hardcastle's first decision is who to support to become the next chairman of the board: Emma Clifton
or Major Alex Fisher? And with that decision, the story takes yet another twist that will keep you on the edge of your seat.
Be Careful What You Wish For showcases the master storyteller's talent as never before - when the Clifton and
Barrington families march forward into the sixties, in this epic tale of love, revenge, ambition and betrayal.THE CLIFTON
CHRONICLES SERIESBOOK 1: Only Time Will TellBOOK 2: The Sins of the FatherBOOK 3: Best Kept SecretBOOK 4:
Be Careful What You Wish ForBOOK 5: Mightier Than The SwordBOOK 6: Cometh The Hour
1945. The vote in the House of Lords as to who should inherit the Barrington family fortune has ended in a tie. The Lord
Chancellor's deciding vote will cast a long shadow on the lives of Harry Clifton and Giles Barrington. Harry returns to
America to promote his latest novel, while his beloved Emma goes in search of the little girl who was found abandoned in
her father's office on the night he was killed. When the General Election is called, Giles Barrington has to defend his seat
in the House of Commons and is horrified to discover who the Conservatives select to stand against him. But it is
Sebastian Clifton, Harry and Emma's son, who ultimately influences his uncle's fate. In 1957, Sebastian wins a
scholarship to Cambridge, and a new generation of the Clifton family march onto the page. After Sebastian is expelled
from school, he unwittingly becomes caught up in an international art fraud involving a Rodin statue that is worth far more
than the sum it raises at auction. Does he become a millionaire? Does he go to Cambridge? Is his life in danger? Best
Kept Secret, the third book in Jeffrey Archer's gripping family saga The Clifton Chronicles, will answer all these
questions, but once again, pose so many more.
Ancient heirlooms and modern romance.
#1 New York Times and international bestselling author Jeffrey Archer’s Clifton Chronicles series has taken the world by
storm, with 2.5 million copies in print in English. This multi-generational, multi-volume saga of fate, fortune, and
redemption follows the Clifton and Barrington families on a breathtaking journey from 1920 all the way through the
present. Here together for the first time in an eBook bundle are the complete Clifton Chronicles, including all seven
novels: Only Time Will Tell The Sins of the Father Best Kept Secret Be Careful What You Wish For Mightier Than the
Sword Cometh the Hour This Was a Man
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"In Hartford, Connecticut, in the late 1940s, a set of twins is parted at birth - not by accident. Nat Cartwright goes home
with his parents, a schoolteacher and an insurance salesman, while his twin brother begins his days as Fletcher
Davenport, son of a millionaire and his society wife." "During the 1950s and 1960s, the two brothers grow up apart,
following similar paths that take them in different directions. Nat leaves college at the University of Connecticut to serve in
Vietnam, then finishes school, earns his MBA, and becomes a successful currency dealer. Fletcher, meanwhile,
graduates from Yale University with a bachelor's and a law degree, going on to distinguish himself as a criminal defense
lawyer." "At various times in their lives, both men are confronted with challenges and obstacles, tragedy and betrayal,
loss and hardship, before they both decide to run for governor, unaware they are brothers ..."--BOOK JACKET. Book
jacket.
Trivia-on-Book: Mightier Than the Sword by Jeffrey Archer Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends and
family for a time of fun! Mightier than the Sword, the fifth book of the Clifton Chronicles series is considered to be one of
the best works of veteran author Jeffrey Archer. Archer pens down a gripping plot that is capable of holding any reader's
attention. The book primarily highlights Harry Clifton's efforts to free Anatoly Babakov from the clutches of Stalin and to
publish his book Uncle Joe for the entire world. Marked with numerous twists, Mightier than the Sword sets the stage for
the last two books of the series. You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may have liked the book, but not
be a fan. You may call yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently curated trivia
quiz on the book for readers, students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book or would like
to take the challenge yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books provides a
unique approach to Mightier Than the Sword by Jeffrey Archer that is both insightful and educational! Features You'll
Find Inside: * 30 Multiple choice questions on the book, plots, characters and author * Insightful commentary to answer
every question * Complementary quiz material for yourself or your reading group * Results provided with scores to
determine "status" Promising quality and value, come play your trivia of a favorite book!!
A collection of short stories.
New York, 1939. Tom Bradshaw is arrested for first degree murder. He stands accused of killing his brother. When
Sefton Jelks, a top Manhattan lawyer, offers his services for nothing, penniless Tom has little choice but to accept his
assurance of a lighter sentence. After Tom is tried, found guilty and sentenced, Jelks disappears, and the only way for
him to prove his innocence would be to reveal his true identity - something that he has sworn never to do in order to
protect the woman he loves. Meanwhile, the young woman in question travels to New York, leaving their son behind in
England, having decided she'll do whatever it takes to find the man she was to marry - unwilling to believe that he died at
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sea. The only proof she has is a letter. A letter that has remained unopened on a mantelpiece in Bristol for over a year.
Jeffrey Archer continues the saga of The Clifton Chronicles with this epic second novel in the series, The Sins of the
Father. Family loyalties are stretched to their limits as secrets unravel, and the story moves from the backstreets of
Bristol to the boardrooms of Manhattan.
Traditional Chinese edition of A Prisoner of Birth. A modern twist to Dumas's The Count of Monte Cristo, four upper-crust friends
from Cambridge University known as the Musketeers conspire to frame Danny Cartwright, an illiterate London East Ender; very
well-written journey of his escape and revenge against the Musketeers. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
"Jeffrey Archer has been acclaimed as 'probably the greatest storyteller of our age' and 'a storyteller in the class of Alexandre
Dumas'. As a writer of short stories he has been called 'stylish, witty and constantly entertaining' by The Times, while Publishers
Weekly wrote: 'Somerset Maugham never penned anything so swift or urbanely witty as this.' This third collection of Jeffrey
Archer's stories surpasses either of its predecessors, and will enhance his reputation even further." - back cover.
A man calls unexpectedly on his mistress and sees another man leaving her flat. Accusing her of being unfaithful, he quarrels with
her, strikes her. She dies. Leaving unseen, he tips off the police so that the other man is arrested and charged ...Has he achieved
'The Perfect Murder'? A tantalising opening to A Twist in the Tale. Consider also: a wine-tasting with a bizarre difference, a game
of sex with a sexy stranger, a violent row in a golf clubhouse bar, a rivalry founded on eating cornflakes ...just some of the
openings in this cunningly constructed, fast-moving, entertaining set of stories from the bestselling author of our time. 'Probably the
greatest storyteller of our age' - Mail on Sunday.
The fifth book in the internationally bestselling Clifton Chronicles from master storyteller Jeffrey Archer"The conclusion's a turbocharged cliffhanger" Kirkus ReviewsMightier than the Sword opens with an IRA bomb exploding during the MV Buckingham's
maiden voyage across the Atlantic - but how many passengers lose their lives?When Harry Clifton visits his publisher in New York,
he learns that he has been elected as the new president of English PEN, and immediately launches a campaign for the release of
a fellow author, Anatoly Babakov, who's imprisoned in Siberia. Babakov's crime? Writing a book called Uncle Joe, a devastating
insight into what it was like to work for Stalin. So determined is Harry to see Babakov released and the book published, that he
puts his own life in danger.His wife Emma, chairman of Barrington Shipping, is facing the repercussions of the IRA attack on the
Buckingham. Some board members feel she should resign, and Lady Virginia Fenwick will stop at nothing to cause Emma's
downfall.Sir Giles Barrington is now a minister of the Crown, and looks set for even higher office, until an official trip to Berlin does
not end as a diplomatic success. Once again, Giles's political career is thrown off balance by none other than his old adversary,
Major Alex Fisher, who once again stands against him at the election. But who wins this time?In London, Harry and Emma's son,
Sebastian, is quickly making a name for himself at Farthing's Bank in London, and has proposed to the beautiful young American,
Samantha. But the despicable Adrian Sloane, a man interested only in his own advancement and the ruin of Sebastian, will stop at
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nothing to remove his rival.Jeffrey Archer's compelling Clifton Chronicles continue in this, his most accomplished novel to date.
With all the trademark twists and turns that have made him one of the world's most popular authors, the spellbinding story of the
Clifton and the Barrington families continues.THE CLIFTON CHRONICLES SERIESBOOK 1: Only Time Will TellBOOK 2: The
Sins of the FatherBOOK 3: Best Kept SecretBOOK 4: Be Careful What You Wish ForBOOK 5: Mightier Than The SwordBOOK 6:
Cometh The Hour
Charlie Trumper, a poor boy, makes good as a department store tycoon and marries his sweetheart, but he becomes the victim of
a nefarious campaign against him conducted by the father of his sweetheart's illegitimate son
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